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Private Security and Municipal 
Policing in Academic Education – 
An International Overview1

KOVÁCS Éva – CHRISTIÁN László2

The objective of the research group entitled The role of private security and 
local governmental law enforcement in 21st century law enforcement is to 
comprehensively examine the field of private and municipal policing regard-
ing its domestic situation with an international outlook. Analysing this issue, 
the question of how, in what detail and at which training levels the education 
of these two fields are conducted bears utmost importance in countries under 
our scrutiny, along with regulatory, organisational and operational issues. The 
selection of the countries was done subjectively, in line with the work of our 
research group.
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Definition of Private Security and Local Governmental Law 
Enforcement

Public safety is the collective product of society, which consists of the activities of the 
individuals and communities, the official measures of the state organisations, the capa-
bility of the citizens to protect themselves and the services of the entrepreneurial mar-
ket.3 We can realise that nowadays security is also a collective and cooperative product 
of the society, due to the participation of state and local level organisations, volunteers 
and the private security sector. The Hungarian law enforcement system is based on 
public order organisations (Police, Disaster Management, Civil National Security Ser-
vice, Prison Service), however, there are some other “complementary law enforcement” 
institutions, which play a role.4
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Private security is a service provided by an authorized market participant (either 
an enterprise or a natural person) in return for a service charge, which protects the 
personal safety and property of the client, facilitating the exercise of rights on a broad-
er scale. In our view, private security can be perceived as a mathematical set, creating 
larger and larger common subsets with public order and safety, while having its consid-
erable own subgroup, as well. It has become a global tendency in the recent years that 
the role of private security actors is increasing within the system of law enforcement. 
The main reason for this we regard to be the fact that they offer both specialised and 
comprehensive services equally at a professional level. Before defining the term “local 
governmental law enforcement”, it is important to explain a detail: this is the officially 
used term. In general, the international usage applies the term “municipal policing”, 
yet, in countries with more centralized police such as Hungary, we may only describe 
the existing structure as “local governmental law enforcement” since the Hungarian 
police force is centralised and single, therefore there is no possible way to establish 
police forces controlled by local governments.5

The so-called “municipal police model” around Europe means that decentralised po-
lice units co-exist under municipality control parallel with the state police with similar 
empowerment. The municipal bodies respond to local needs in close cooperation with 
other law enforcement organisations.

The Hungarian local governmental law enforcement bodies are founded and fi-
nanced by the municipalities with more limited empowerment to enforce the law than 
that of the police. Their main role is to contribute to public security, crime prevention 
with respect to residential needs and requests, protection of local assets and to im-
prove the subjective sense of security of the population. According to another expert 
from this field, we can define local governmental law enforcement as all the activities 
and direct actions taken in response to the demand of local security issues. The compe-
tence and powers of local governmental law enforcement bodies are more limited than 
those of the police. The most important type of local governmental law enforcement 
unit is the Public Area Surveillance Unit; almost all major cities and towns established 
this kind of unit.6

Regarding the fact that private security and local governmental law enforcement 
comprise a peripheral field of law enforcement, it is crucial to examine how individual 
countries replenish the new supplies of professionals and what sort of training options 
are available for them in tertiary education. The present study introduces the Hungari-
an trainings in higher education, coupled with a brief international outlook on relevant 
international academic tuition.

5 Bacsárdi–Christián (2016) 84–98.
6 Christián (2016) 695–698.
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Domestic Situation

Private security is dealt with at two academic institutions in Hungary, whereas local go-
vernmental law enforcement studies are available at only one university (NUPS). Security 
managerial training is available at the National University of Public Service, while two facul-
ties of Óbuda University are concerned with security technology engineering education. 
The National University of Public Service7 started its operation on 1 January 2012 
with the integration of three predecessors in title faculties (military and police officer 
training, public administration), now comprising five faculties altogether. The mission 
of the university is the creation of new supply of professionals in public administration 
with regard to interoperability between careers.

The monopoly of policing training among Hungarian academic institutions is held 
by the Faculty of Law Enforcement at the National University of Public Service, whose 
predecessor in title was the Police College. This institution carries out the teaching of 
private security and local governmental law enforcement professionals and experts. 
Students receive a  comprehensive knowledge in fundamental legal fields (constitu-
tional, administrative, criminal and civil law, etc.) and various special managerial and 
vocational law enforcement courses. The vocational core material includes up to 40 
subjects with a wide knowledge from basic courses such as the theoretical fundaments 
of private security, personal protection and safety, property protection, event protec-
tion policy and security technology. Special subjects include the security of commercial 
units, cooperation in law enforcement, operational conditions in property protection 
businesses, data security and protection.

The major offers two specializations for private detection and information securi-
ty specialization, and local governmental law enforcement. The subjects belonging to 
both specializations are taught in an increased number of hours.

A closely connected antecedent of the present tuition was the fact that the Police Col-
lege, the preceding institution in title opened its doors to the civilian public in the year 
2000, starting a post-secondary vocational training entitled “crime prevention organizer”. 
The extraordinary popularity of the course prompted the leaders of the institution to of-
fer courses for businesses in the line of private security and municipal law enforcement. 
Eventually, 2006–2007 marked the kick-off year in academic-level academic education 
in the form of specialization for security. Since the foundation of the courses for secu-
rity and due to its higher educational level tuition, the actors in the area are increasing-
ly supportive of the notion that the creation of complex security may not exclusively 
be expected from the police, but alternative participants must also be involved in it. 
The security specialization has drawn significant interest from the world of private se-
curity, municipal policing and even traditional law enforcement with numerous private 
security business leaders and local governmental law enforcement experts having com-
pleted their education here.

7 https://en.uni-nke.hu/
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In the fall of 2013, in order to cater for the security specialization, a new depart-
ment was established under the name: Department of Private Security and Local Gov-
ernmental Law Enforcement. The responsibility of the state lies behind this decision, 
realizing that the key factor of professional development and lawful operation in the 
area depends on improving quality multi-level academic education. The six-semester 
security regular bachelor tuition is available for 20 students annually; in parallel, the 
correspondence bachelor training is accessible for 750 EUR per semester. The regu-
lar bachelor training is available for anyone, where the ranking of applicants is based 
on the points scored in secondary schools. In addition to this, there is a psychological 
entry test and a career guidance conversation as part of the admission. Students of 
regular bachelor tuition must complete a four-week professional practice in their first 
and second year, with an added two weeks in their third year, at the partner enterprises 
presented by the Department. In the current academic year of 2017–2018, a total of 
45 regular and 60 correspondence undergraduates are studying. The number of appli-
cants has risen considerably in the past few years, raising pass scores for admission, 
together with the prestige and acceptance of the trade itself. Admission scores for the 
security specialization have increased by 73 points from 258 to 331, and in the last 
academic year the training has reached its maximum headcount of 20 with the 1st year 
students. Not surprisingly, the renewed training has drawn the attention and support 
of 20 influential representative enterprises of the profession, in a form of a contract 
of cooperation with the university. In accordance with the general official law enforce-
ment nature of education at the faculty, since the autumn of 2017, undergraduates 
have been wearing a quality uniform and are preparing for their future security man-
agerial profession in their own well-equipped private security and local governmental 
law enforcement specialized classrooms. Graduate students may now enjoy a wide se-
lection of job offers.

The university regards the field a priority by allowing the establishment of an own 
research group within the department, and also by facilitating the introduction of mas-
ter education. 

Óbuda University8

Based in Budapest, the Technical University of Óbuda has two faculties with relevant 
training to private security. In 1993, security technology engineering training star-
ted in Budapest Polytechnic. The two members of this educational association were 
Bánki Donát College of Mechanical Engineering and Bolyai János College of Milita-
ry Technology, where the regular training of security technology engineering be-
gan. The former institution introduced a correspondence academic training in 1999. 
From 1996 until 2000, an intensive cooperation between the two institutions ensu-
red for professors the possibility of cross-teaching relevant to the profile of the gi-

8 www.uni-obuda.hu/en
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ven education and their own expertise. In 1999, the accreditation process of security 
technology engineering education was successfully completed in both institutions. 
The cooperation was transformed when the independence of these colleges was dis-
continued. The former institution has become the member of Budapest Technical 
College as Bánki Donát Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, while the latter integra-
ted into the Zrínyi Miklós National Defense University, also as a college faculty. Fol-
lowing the joining to the Bologna Process, these new institutions commonly star-
ted the bachelor education of security technology engineering as one specialization 
of military and security technology engineering in September 2005. In both insti-
tutions, the educational experience, infrastructure and the sufficient tutorial staff 
contributed to the start of the master studies in September 2006, completing the 
old official name with a  new phrase to become Bánki Donát Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering and Security Technology. On the 1st of January 2010, Óbuda Univer-
sity was established, whose predecessor in title was the Budapest Technical College. 
The Doctoral School on Safety and Security Sciences at Óbuda University was accre-
dited in 2012, making it possible to continue the studies after the master’s degree at 
an academic level. By 2015, the successor of the former Zrínyi Miklós National De-
fense University, the National University of Public Service discontinued all trainings 
regarding security technology engineering. This means that now, the full scope of this 
training is available exclusively at the Bánki Donát Faculty of Mechanical and Safety 
Engineering at Óbuda University. Currently, the security technology engineering tui-
tion boasts a total of 630 undergraduates at its BSc, and MSc, regular and correspon-
dence studies, and 130 postgraduates in its Doctoral School. Kandó Kálmán Faculty of 
Electric Engineering at Óbuda University has an institute dealing with automation and 
instrument technology where students can design and develop remote monitoring and 
electronic property protection systems.

International Overview

Berlin9

The Berlin School of Economics and Law currently operates five departments and three 
institutions. The Department of Police and Security Management has maintained edu-
cation since 2011. The department offers two majors, one for police studies, the other 
in security management, having both bachelor and master courses. The seven-semes-
ter bachelor security management (Sicherheitsmanagement) tuition is available solely 
for 40–50 regular students annually. The training is free of charge and state-financed. 
Compared to Hungarian circumstances, the workload on students is more fa-
vourable with an average of 20 lessons per week and a  practise-driven training. 

9 www.hwr-berlin.de/en/department-of-police-and-security-management/study-programmes/international-security-
management/

http://www.hwr-berlin.de/en/department-of-police-and-security-management/study-programmes/international-security-management/
http://www.hwr-berlin.de/en/department-of-police-and-security-management/study-programmes/international-security-management/
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Semester 5 is fully dedicated to practice, additionally, students are to complete a four-
week practice per each semester (with the exception being semester 5 and 7), having 
completed 38 weeks of practice by the end of their bachelor studies.

They include 21 compulsory and 6 optional modules, with numerous fundamental 
and professional subjects, plus they also emphasize other significant areas such as han-
dling security risks and crisis, self and conflict management.

In case of security management, the master training requires BA qualification and 
a minimum yearlong work experience. It is conducted under the name of MA in Inter-
national Security Management, suggesting the opportunity to gain a transferable qual-
ification across borders for future security managers. The MA course including subjects 
on risk, crisis and catastrophe management, protection of critical infrastructures and 
quality assurance issues typically relevant for middle or top management of private 
enterprises with various lines of businesses. Most students arrive from private security 
companies, authorities as well as the law enforcement and military sector with the pro-
spective of a possible alternative career path. Students complete a certain part of the 
modules using distance learning and active online consultation which leaves them with 
4 to 5 contact occasions requiring their personal attendance per semester. As a charac-
teristic feature of the training, a seven-member consultant board provide aid in order 
to maintain an updated course material, develop education as well as to enhance the 
work of professors. It is interesting to note that the Berlin School of Economics and 
Law is in close co-operation with many other universities.10

University of Maribor, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security 
(Ljubljana, Slovenia)11

At the University of Maribor, the Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security deals with 
the education of students involved in security science. At all three levels of the tuition 
(BA, MA, Doctoral level), the institution shows links to community and private poli-
cing, with an in-depth insight into self-organised individual and group security, busi-
ness security in economic enterprises, private investigation and counselling and local 
community security issues. The dean of the aforementioned department, Dr. Andrej 
Sotlar takes part in the work of our research group which began its operation in Sep-
tember 2017. In 2008–2009, the Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security fully imple-
mented three new first-cycle undergraduate study programmes designed according to 
the Bologna Declaration guidelines. Two of them are professional study programmes, 
“security and policing” and “information security”, while criminal justice and security 
is an academic study programme.

The criminal justice and security study programme is a postgraduate two-year and 
second-cycle or master’s study programme. The programme is, first of all, a continua-

10 Fórizs (2015) 57–66.
11 www.fvv.um.si/en/
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tion of the faculty’s first-cycle academic study programme and is comparable to study 
programmes such as the first-cycle study of “security and police work” and the study of 
“information security”.

Under the title Criminal Justice and Security Studies, the University of Maribor also 
offers a three-year 3rd cycle Bologna doctoral study programme in the field of criminal 
justice and security. The goal of the doctoral study programme is to provide experts in 
the field of criminal justice and security with extensive knowledge and a broad perspec-
tive of social sciences.

Danube University (Krems, Austria)

Although the central focus of the studies at Danube University Krems (Donau-Uni-
versität) is on economics and business management studies at the faculty of our line 
of interest (Economics and Business Management), it also operates a separate major 
entitled Security Management. The university courses teach modern methods for pre-
ventive assurance of safety and aversion of danger. The target groups include security 
officials in companies and organizations, risk managers, safety planners (architects, 
civil engineers) and experts in the security industry.12 The target audience of the trai-
nings detailed below arrives from the security field working both in the state sector and 
the private industry. The executional form of the education is the so-called “blended 
learning”, supported by participants of the profession. The following courses are avai-
lable within the specialisation:

• “fire safety expert”, 3 semester-long training for a fee of 9,400 EUR in the form 
of blended learning 

• “fire safety expert”, a high-level training ending with a Master of Science quali-
fication. The full training lasts for four semesters and costs 14,700 EUR, and is 
executed in the form of blended learning

• “information security management” qualification is available in two forms, one, 
in the form of two-semester long professional, and the other in a four-semester 
MSc education, with a fee of 6,900 and 15,900 EUR for the full length, respecti-
vely

• “security and safety management”, the four-semester long training is available 
at master level for 15,900 EUR for the full length, in a form of blended learning

• “event security and crowd protection” is a two-semester long professional trai-
ning for 5,900 EUR

12 www.donauuni.ac.at/en/studium/wirtschaft_unternehmensfuehrung/sicherheitsmanagement/index.php
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University of Security Management (Kosice, Slovakia)13

Established in 2006, this private university (USM) runs a number of projects of domes-
tic and European Union interests, making this practise-oriented research the major 
profile of this state and EU-financed institution.14 There has been a scientific and tech-
nical cooperation with the Faculty of Special Engineering, University of Zilina, the uni-
versity which USM laid its foundation five years ago as a detached office. USM claims 
its objective to be the provision of theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of 
crime, adjusting its bachelor study programmes accordingly, under the names Mana-
gement of Security Systems and Protection of Persons and Property. The university falls 
under the category of “non-faculty”, with organisational units being named as insti-
tutions.

The United States of America

“Although private security, as an essential element of society has been present since 
the beginning of civilization”15 we can state that the cradle of modern private secu-
rity was the United States of America. As it happens with many other major areas of 
life, the regulation of education regarding our field of interest varies state by state.16  
In higher education institutions where security studies are included in the curriculum, 
as a  rule, a  major objective is to teach security sciences comprehensively, not com-
pelling students to make “either–or” choices. The subjects overlap in their material, 
creating a complex, intertwining system where critical thinking, creativity, responsible 
behaviour and problem solving are in the focal point among the acquired skills. Secu-
rity sciences fall into three major categories, such as information security, risk mana-
gement and physical security, with the latter having the highest, but not the exclusive 
relevance to local governmental and private policing. Professor Mahesh Nalla of Mi-
chigan State University participates as a  foreign participant in the operation of our 
present research group.

Local (Municipal) Policing Education Overview

Spain (Catalonia Autonomous Community)

In 2007 a new law unified the former Police School and the School of Firefighters and 
Civil Protection, forming the Institute of Public Safety of Catalonia (ISPC), which de-
pends directly on the Ministry of the Interior, Institutional Relations and Participa-

13 www.vsbm.sk/
14 www.security-research-map.eu/index.php?file=show.php&ref=502
15 www.interstatesecuritycorp.com/development-of-private-security/
16 Beke – Kovács (2017) 207–215.

http://www.interstatesecuritycorp.com/development-of-private-security/
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tion, and on Catalonia’s regional government, Generalitat de Catalunya. Maintained 
by the Catalonian province, ISPC, as part of the University of Barcelona (Universitat 
de Barcelona), it is the key participant in law enforcement education, providing equal 
tuition for both provincial and local level polices and police officers. Furthermore, ISPC 
trains future firefighters and civilian skilled security professionals. The institute is en-
titled to conduct bachelor and master level education, with the former teaching the 
fundamentals of security, and the latter performing security strategy, civil protection, 
prevention, rescue and environmental protection service, as well as cyber security edu-
cation.

France

Unlike the Spanish example, police and municipal police training is separated in Fran-
ce. France’s National Police College (École Nationale Supérieure de la Police, ENSP) is 
responsible for the training of future police officers, while law governmental law enfor-
cers are educated at the Centre National de la Fonction Publique Territoriale (CNFPT). 
Under the supervision of the Ministry of the Interior, the institute in tertiary edu-
cation ENSP, in addition to conducting police officer training, is involved in various 
research programmes. At CNFPT, a compulsory entry training must be completed by 
municipal police officers (category C), rangers (category C), commanders of law enfor-
cement services (category B) and director of law enforcement services (category A).

Slovakia

In Slovakia the Police Academy in Bratislava (Akadémia Policajného zboru v Bratis-
lave, APZ) carries out the training of police officers. In addition to this, the acade-
my caters for the needs of public administration, as well as non-state security ser-
vices by offering tuition at three levels. At bachelor level, specialisations include: 
protection of property and persons, law enforcement and public administration. At 
master level, students can opt for specialisations at protection of property and per-
sons and public administration security services. The doctoral school offers a  maxi-
mal length of 3 years of training at regular, and 5 years at correspondence education. 
The University of Security Management in Kosice (USM) puts the operation of security 
systems, cyber security, financial operations security and traffic safety into its main 
focus. Although it does not carry out state police officer education, the institution con-
ducts a number of vocational trainings and it also offers doctoral studies in business 
management. Municipal police officers in Slovakia are not required to obtain a degree 
in higher education, their vocational training is provided in the form of a course by the 
National Police Headquarters. The Ministry of the Interior is liable for their examina-
tion and the issuing of certificates.
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The Czech Republic

The state’s law enforcement tertiary educational institution, the Police Academy of the 
Czech Republic (Policejní akademie České republiky v Praze, PA ČR) by law, operates 
under the responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior with two faculties: Faculty of 
Security and Law, and Faculty of Security Management. Both faculties offer courses at 
bachelor, master and doctoral level, covering the full spectrum of training. PA ČR trains 
not only state and municipal police officers, but colleagues for the Ministry of the In-
terior and other organisations of the state security system, as well as basic, middle and 
senior management roles in private security services.

Conclusion

With regard to the education of private security, we can observe two major tendencies. 
One is that the area shows a close connection with economic sciences and business stu-
dies, thus allowing a business-driven approach to its training, while the other considers 
the field of a constituent in the curriculum of law enforcement and legal studies. Yet, it 
is apparent from the educational programs examined that students with a wide scope 
of knowledge become qualified to fulfil positions in the private security industry where 
information and cyber security play an increasingly significant role. The field of local 
governmental law enforcement in academic tuition is scattered and infrequent.
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